Relaxations for Sleep
Guide Book
This guide book must only be used in conjunction with the accompanying audio sessions.
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Medical Warning.
Check with your doctor before starting this or any other
exercise program in particular if you suffer from any heart
problems or you think you may be pregnant. By loading and
participating in the exercise programs for this download you
are acknowledging that you have (a) satisfied yourself that you
are fit and able to undertake the exercises and; (b) that you
have sought prior medical advice from your doctor as to the
suitability of these exercises and; (c) that you will hold
Yoga2hear harmless from any damages or claims that you may
suffer as a result and; (d) that you have read and understood
the terms and conditions contained in this Document and the
Disclaimer wording below.
Disclaimer.
To the fullest extent possible under New Zealand law
Yoga2hear excludes liability for any claims, loss, demands or
damages of any kind whatsoever and howsoever arising
(whether directly or indirectly) or may arise as a consequence
of following or acting upon any information or performing any
of the exercises contained in this Download and Document.
This disclaimer shall be governed by New Zealand law and
each of the parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
New Zealand courts.
Copyright Warning.
This Download including all it’s contents is protected by New
Zealand and international copyright laws. It may only be used
for private use and must not be played to the general public or
fee paying audiences. Any unauthorised broadcast, public
performance, copying, hire, internet use or other distribution
of all or any part of this Download is prohibited and may result
in legal proceedings. All rights of the producer and owner of
the work reproduced are reserved. © Yoga2hear 2014. All
rights reserved.
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Introduction.
Thank you for purchasing the Yoga 2 Hear Guided Relaxation
Download.
Relaxations for Sleep Vol.1 contains two different 30 minute
relaxation sessions that have been devised to be used whilst
laying comfortably in bed.
The sessions encourage you to focus only on your relaxation,
this will help to clear your mind and then induce a state of
deep rest so that you can drift off into a fantastic sleep and
wake feeling calm, refreshed and revitalised.
If you are prone to waking in the night and then struggle to
get back to sleep these sessions can be used to help ease you
back into a deep refreshing sleep.
Each session uses simple breathing exercises, relaxation and
visualization techniques combined with soft background music
that sets a perfect rhythm for your breath. At the end of each
session the music very gradually fades away as you drift off to
sleep.
The various breathing exercises and techniques used in these
sessions will develop your ability to calm and still your mind
and allow you to cultivate and enjoy deep mental and physical
relaxation. It is this state that provides the perfect conditions
for you to enjoy a really deep nights sleep.
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Before you start.
Here are a few tips to help you prepare for a good sleep;
We recommend that you avoid eating heavy meals, drinking
alcohol or drinks containing caffeine and any other foods or
drinks that stimulate the body or mind before you go to bed.
Try to have a shower or bath before going to bed and make
sure that your bedroom is at a cool temperature and is free
from clutter.
Regular exercise usually makes it easier to fall asleep and
sleep better. Around 30 minutes a day is sufficient. A gentle
yoga class is an ideal form of exercise and can even be
performed in the evening without over stimulating the body or
raising body temperature.
Please ensure you listen carefully to the Introduction to these
sessions and that you strictly follow its recommendations at all
times.
If, at anytime during these relaxation sessions you find that
your mind wanders, focus your attention on to the sound of
your breathe slowly entering and leaving your body as you
breathe through your nose.
We hope you enjoy these sessions and we are always keen to
hear any comments you have. You can leave us your feedback
here.
Namaste

Sue Fuller
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